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INTRODUCTION OF 
FABII ECOSYSTEM

www.fabii.network



WHAT IS FABII ?
Fabii is a unique network marketing platform that 
combines live auctions and e-commerce. in Q1 2024, 
Fabii will release its e-commerce application. 
because they began traditionally, whereas fabii is 
starting with the power of duplication and network 
marketing, it can overtake amazon or ali baba by 
incorporating network marketing. therefore, we may 
anticipate the same or above growth level in the 
upcoming seven to ten years, and this is also the 
company's vision.
www.fabii.network
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FABII
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Fabii network got featured in some of world’s most reputable business magazine as 
most innovative and sustainable startup.

Daily Silicon Valley Think 7 Figures Refine Post
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FABII
DISCLAIMER
An e-commerce mobile app called fabii offers a 
variety of features, such as a discount store, live 
auctions, and a referral marketing system. While 
attempting to offer chances for monetary 
development. it's crucial to keep in mind that every 
investment carries inherent risks. results might 
vary, and success depends on a person's efforts 
and the state of the market. the app's funds are 
used for purchases, auctions, and withdrawal-
related fees. while we do offer refunds, there are 
fees based on various time frames. please be 
prudent with your investments, use caution, and be 
aware of any potential risks involved with your 
financial transactions in the fabii application.
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FABII 
ECOSYSTEM

Fabii Store

Fabii Live Auction

Fabii Wholesale

Fabii Multi Vendor
Marketplace

Fabii Network and a 
Lot More
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FABII
E-COMMERCE 
STORE
The fabii e-commerce mobile app provides 
all product categories; it will be a full-
fledged online hypermarket where you can 
buy all necessary items from a wide 
selection with international quality at 
reduced costs and utilize your fabii network 
income also for purchasing.
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E-COMMERCE 
STATS
Shopping from Mobile

75%

Other Devices

25%

Total Market Size In 2020

4.1 TRILIION DOLLARS

Expected Market Size In 2025

10 TRILIION DOLLARS



FABII
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Some Statistical Reports By World Most Renowned 
Institutions With References
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FABII
LIVE AUCTION
You can place bids on a variety of 
auctionable products at fabii live 
auctions, including collectibles, nfts, arts, 
antiques, cars, heavy bikes, heavy trucks, 
construction equipment, and many more. 
additionally, you can bid using your fabii 
network earnings.
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FABII
WHOLESALE, 
IMPORT & EXPORT
Customers can start their own businesses and 
make significant profits by selling fabii 
products at wholesale pricing. this creates a 
whole market where you can buy once and sell 
again. Additionally, fabii offers import and 
export services. additionally, you may utilize 
your fabii network earnings to place orders 
with fabii wholesale.
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FABII
MULTIVENDOR 
MARKETPLACE
The introduction of fabii’s multivendor 
marketplace, which will be similar to 
Amazon, Shopify, and Alibaba, is scheduled 
for June 2024. users will be able to create 
their own stores and begin selling their own 
goods there. members and users will have 
yet another excellent option to earn 
money. every broker member will receive a 
free store as part of their broker package in 
the fabii network.
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FABII
NETWORK
Fabii believes in the strength of community
and networking. fabii is gladly prepared to 
distribute both passive and active income 
from their eco system to the esteemed 
fabii members. Fabii offers a variety of 
revenue streams.
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FABII 
MEMBERSHIPS 

euismod tincidunt

Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, 

FREE PRO BROKER

4 7 11
INCOMES INCOMES INCOMES
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FABII NETWORK
INCOME STREAMS
▪ Passive Income
▪ Affiliate Income
▪ Free Affiliates Commission
▪ Potential Income
▪ Team Deposit Commission
▪ Residual Profit Sharing
▪ Broker 2 Broker Commision
▪ Brokers Infinity Commission
▪ Brokers Capital Gain
▪ Renewal Commission
▪ Fabii Promotions
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FABII PRE LAUNCH PROMO
Sign up now & get a welcome gift of

$
FREE
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FABII AFFILIATE 
COMMISSION
Fabii e-commerce platform have thousands 
of products from all categories. Every 
member of the company will have the facility 
to sell the products with their link and they 
will get affiliate commission on three levels.

LEVEL 1- 50% OF FP
LEVEL 2- 30% OF FP
LEVEL 3- 20% OF FP
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FABII FREE
AFFILIATES 
COMMISSION
Spreading their referral link allows fabii's free 
members to earn $250 for 50 direct verified 
referrals and $500 for 100 direct verified referrals.

POTENTIAL COMMISSION
Every free member has the ability to receive 
commissions from paying members, which will 
show up in their prospective income wallet. Fabii 
will provide all free members a brief grace period 
during which they can move funds from their 
potential wallet to their team bonus wallet.

COMMISSION TIME
11:59 PM BELGIUM
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FABII
PASSIVE INCOME
Fabii is offering passive income to all pro 
members through reverse compounding.
Reverse compounding is very unique way of 
paying back and fabii has the edge of first 
mover advantage in reverse compounding.
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FABII REVERSE 
COMPOUNDING
Through reverse compounding, fabii provides 
all of its pro members with passive income. 
Reverse compounding is a very distinctive 
method of repayment, and fabii has the first 
mover advantage in this type of repayment.

EXAMPLE:
Deposited $1000*5= $5000 into locked vault.
$5000*0.045% = $2.25 daily
$2.25*30 = $67.5 monthly on your $1000 
deposit if we calculates it simply then its 
6.75% to 8.25% per month is paid by fabii
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FABII TEAM 
DEPOSIT 
COMMISSION
Commission for team deposits within 10 generations 
of the professional network, fabii gives team deposit 
commission. Anyone can join the pro club by making 
a deposit of any amount between $50 and 
$100,000. You will receive 8% of the initial deposit 
from your Whole network, followed by 4% at level 2, 
2% at level 3, 1% at level 4, and the 0.5% on each 
level from Level 5 to level 10. All levels must be 
unlocked by upgrading your deposit. It will be 
demonstrated in the next slide.

$50 > 3L

$100 > 5L

$500 > 7L

$1000 > 10L

0 10 20 30 40
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FABII 10 LEVELS INCOME 
BREAK DOWN LEVEL NO. PERCENTAGE

LEVEL 1 8%

LEVEL 2 4%

LEVEL 3 2%

LEVEL 4 1%

LEVEL 5 0.5%

LEVEL 6 0.5%

LEVEL 7 to 10 0.5%
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FABII RESIDUAL 
PROFIT SHARING
Residual profit sharing is a different dynamic 
revenue source that fabii makes available to its 
users. you receive this profit share from the 
first to the tenth generations with the same 
percentage, just like the team deposit bonus. 
However, it keeps flowing because the 
business is paying you from the daily profit of 
your team's earnings up to level ten. although 
all levels are locked, they can be unlocked by 
meeting two straightforward conditions.
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LEVEL NO. PERCENTAGE O W N D E P O S I T D I R E C T S A L E

One 8% $100 +$2500

Two 4% $200 +$2500

Three 2% $300 +$2500

Four 1% $400 +$2500

Five to Ten 0.5% each level Add $100 for each level +$2500 additional for 
each level
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FABII
BROKER 2 
BROKER
If you are a broker member of fabii, you 
have the benefit of earning extra 
commissions from brokers in your 
network regardless of their level or who 
brought them into the fabii directly. this 
income is only available to the families 
of brokers. Fabii has three different 
broker bundle options.

PLATINUM BROKER
GOLD BROKER
SILVER BROKER
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Platinum Broker Pack = $10k
Gold Broker Pack = $7500
Silver Broker Pack = $5000

B2B COMMISSIONS
Platinum From Each Gold = $2000
Platinum From Each Silver = $500
Gold From Each Silver = $1000

Every Platinum Broker Can Have 
Maximum 15 Gold Brokers In His Network.
Every Gold Broker Can Have Maximum 20 
Silver Brokers In His Network.

10 
Platinum

150 
Gold

3000 
SILVER

LIMITED POSITIONS AVAILABLE 
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FABII BROKERS 
INFINITY 
COMMISSION
Brokers infinity commission, a new commission, 
will be available to all brokers. Broker will receive 
a 0.5% commission on any deposits made by 
their team. as you are aware, every pro member 
receives a percentage based on their individual 
levels throughout the course of 10 generations. 
Brokers will receive the same 0.5% over the 
course of their ten generations, like 20, 30, even 
upto 100 levels indefinitely. yes, it indicates that 
there are no barriers or walls. brokers are able to 
make profit from all levels of their network.
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FABII BROKERS 
CAPITAL GAIN
Brokers capital gain is a wonderful 
additional benefit that fabii brokers receive. 
It functions in the same way as brokers' 
infinite commission, with the exception 
that brokers receive 2.5% of every member 
deposit made into their locked vault; this 
amount is released daily at the same rate 
as your deposited funds. It originates from 
every member of your network within 10 
generations, and from 10 generations out 
to infinity.



FABII INCOME 
CHART
You may compare the earnings of a 
free member, A pro member with 
various deposits, and a broker member 
in the fabii compensation plan here. In 
terms of network marketing prospects 
based on e-commerce, fabii has the 
most attractive reward scheme for it’s 
brokers members.

FreeMembers         $50Pro $100Pro $1000Pro Broker
0

5

10
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20

25

30
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V
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Passive Income

Free Aff Comm

Potential Com

Promotions

FREE PRO
Passive Income

5x Reverse Com

Team Dep Comm

Residual PR Share

Affiliate Comm

Renewal Comm

Promotions

BRK
Passive Income

Team Dep Comm

Residual PR SH

B2b Commission

Broker Capital

Broker Infinity

Complimentary Store

Affiliate Commission

Renewal Commission

Promotions

30

CHOOSE
YOUR MEMERSHIP

V
/S
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FABII
PROMOTIONS
Fabii continuously offers a variety of 
promotions to consumers that are free 
members, pro members, and broker 
members. Various products will be the 
subject of promotions in our mobile 
app and live auctions. Additionally, 
fabii provides free automobiles and 
travel promotions. International fabii 
event tickets will also be a part of 
these promotions.
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FABII
INVESTMENTS

E-COMMERCE AUCTIONS SHIPPING

60% 30% 10%
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Join Fabii Network 
and Start Earning

Use your earnings to 
buy products or list 
products in fabii e-
commerce app.

Use your purchased or listed 
products and your Fabii 
earnings in live auctions to 
make more money.

FABII
INCOME CYCLE

Earn

Sell

Shop/Bid

Repeat

STEP THREE



FABII FUTURE ROAD MAP
EVERY 6 MONTHS FOR QUALIFIED PRO MEMBERS AND BROKERS

Q1 2024
Fabii E-commerce 

App Launch

Q4 2023
Fabii Network 
Soft Launch

Q2 2024
Fabii Live Auction 

App Launch

Q3 2024
Fabii Multi-vendor 

App Launch

Q4 2024
Fabii Wholesale 
Portal Launch

Q1 2025
Fabii Physical 
Stores Launch

Q2 2025
Fabii Fresh 

Store Launch

01

02
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04

05

06

07
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DEPOSITS WITHDRAWALS

Deposits Accepted In 100+ 
Cryptocurrencies.

Deposits Can Take A Few Minutes To 
Reflect In Your Fabii Back Office.

Withdrawals Are Currently 
Accepted In USDT Trc20 Only And 
Withdrawal Can Take Maximum 24-

48 Working Hours.
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MINIMUM WITHDRAWAL AMOUNT

$20 for withdrawal in usdt TRC20 and 0 for 
withdrawal in shopping & bidding

WITHDRAWAL CHARGES

5% charges for usdt TRC20 & 0 charges for 
shopping & bidding
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FABII REFUND 
POLICY
The only network marketing organization that 
provides a refund to all of its pro members is 
fabii. Pro members can also request a refund at 
any time after making a deposit, and the 
business is responsible for paying within two 
weeks of the request.
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GLOBAL 
DELIVERY
Fabii will deliver all products purchased 
from e-commerce app, auctions app, 
wholesale portal on most of the global 
destinations. Buyer will pay delivery 
charges delivery options will be by sea 
and by air.
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FABII FIRST CRYPTO 
COMMERCE APP

SELL
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DON’T FORGET 
TO CLAIM

$



THANKS FOR

WATCHING
www.fabii.network
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